Travel Honey Itinerary Submission Guidelines
In addition to filling out the required fields below, the following are requirements that must
be met for us to accept the itinerary content:


The descriptions and tips you provide in your itinerary must be your own. If you want to
include a more substantive description, feel free to include a link back to your blog or
another website.



Complete each bolded question.



Include for each day: three meals, one hotel, and enough activities to fill up the day. If
you didn’t have three meals in a day, please still suggest a meal option. And if you
wouldn’t recommend the meal, activity or lodging you experienced, provide a onesentence explanation of why not and suggest a replacement marking it with
“SUBSTITUTE.” And no need to include all the details, just the name and/or website and
why you would suggest the substitute.



We’d love you to add additional suggestions for meals, hotels and activities (e.g.,
somewhere that you heard about but didn’t have a chance to visit), just mark with:
“ALTERNATIVE.” And no need to include all the details, just the name and/or website
and why you would suggest the substitute.



Spread the word about Travel Honey on social media and if you have a blog, include link
to http://www.travelhoney.com/ after we make the itinerary public in Spring 2017. We
can discuss specifics.



Confirm your acceptance of the Travel Honey Terms of Use and Privacy Policy.



Agree to not distribute or publicly share the Travel Honey Itinerary Form (with or
without your content) or a substantially similar itinerary.



Include links to any photos that would help users get a better idea about your trip,
including photos of activities, restaurants and accommodations. Images must have a
minimum resolution of 800 pixels on the longest side. Each photo must be linked
separately and be from a photo sharing service that allows us to download the photos,
such as Google Photo or Dropbox.



Please try not to include recognizable faces in any images, but if you do, you must have
that individual’s written consent, release, and/or permission for use of the image by
Travel Honey.



Submit your itinerary with links to images (as directed above) by clicking on the Submit
Itinerary button here: www.travelhoney.com/contributors/.

Tips for making a high quality itinerary:


Customers will be rewarded for providing reviews after they go on their trip, and they
will be asked to rate the itinerary and the accuracy of the ratings – so the higher rated
your itinerary, the more likely people will look at your itinerary and click on the links to
your blog (if you don’t have a blog, you can take pride in your itinerary rating!).



Customers will get a good idea about you from your profile and blog (if applicable), so
please rate everything from your point of view. For example, if you’re very active,
Customers will understand that your 2 out of 5 activity level rating would be more active
that the same rating from a less mobile contributor.

